Introduction {#Sec1}
============

Tumor dimensions are orthogonal, quantitative traits derived from expression data in intrinsic gene sets. We previously derived five tumor dimensions for breast cancer as a new representation of tumor diversity using the PAM50 gene set. Quantitative dimensions were superior to categorical intrinsic subtypes for identifying tumor characteristics that clustered in high-risk pedigrees and identified a novel genome-wide significant breast cancer susceptibility locus \[[@CR1]\]. The increased power to differentiate tumors from high-risk pedigrees indicates the potential to distinguish important genetic diversity, providing new opportunities for precision genomics. Furthermore, as independent tumor traits, dimensions can be used alone or in combination---a flexible framework for prediction modeling and a new avenue to explore associations and interactions with clinical endpoints.

Breast cancer is heterogeneous in terms of cellular make-up, molecular alterations, response to therapies, and patient outcomes. Gene expression has been shown to classify breast tumors into groups that have similar biology and clinical behavior \[[@CR2], [@CR3]\]. Unsupervised hierarchical clustering of "intrinsic" genes \[[@CR4], [@CR5]\] has repeatedly found 4 major breast tumor subtypes (Luminal A, Luminal B, HER2-enriched, and Basal-like). These categorical subtypes are robustly identified using the standardized PAM50 gene set \[[@CR6]\]. Gene expression signatures, including PAM50 subtypes and its risk of relapse score, have been shown to be prognostic beyond standard clinical--pathological staging for estrogen receptor-positive (ER+) disease in the adjuvant chemotherapy setting \[[@CR3], [@CR7], [@CR8]\], but have not been found to be predictive to particular regimens \[[@CR3]\]. In estrogen receptor-negative (ER−) breast cancer, there has been evidence that subtypes are predictive for response/resistance to particular chemotherapy regimens. For instance, patients with Basal-like tumors have been shown to not receive additional benefit from an anthracycline-based chemotherapy regimen, whereas the HER2-enriched group has a significant benefit \[[@CR9]\].

Standard of care for women with locally advanced breast cancer is to treat with a combined anthracycline-taxane regimen. Despite the additional toxicity of including a taxane (e.g., peripheral neuropathy), metadata analyses from multiple randomized clinical trials have shown it provides a marginal but significant benefit to survival \[[@CR10]--[@CR15]\]. Identifying patients who do not benefit from the addition of a taxane would reduce unnecessary toxicities and allow randomization to more effective treatments.

In the GEICAM Spanish Breast Cancer Group trial 9906 (GEICAM/9906), the PAM50 categorical intrinsic subtypes have previously been shown to be prognostic but not predictive of treatment response, and the PAM50 proliferation score both prognostic and predictive of survival in women given a weekly taxane regimen \[[@CR16]\]. Here, we use the same GEICAM/9906 clinical trial data as a case study to investigate the utility of quantitative tumor dimensions to identify associations with prognosis or response to the addition of paclitaxel.

Methods {#Sec2}
=======

GEICAM/9906 clinical trial {#Sec3}
--------------------------

GEICAM/9906 was a prospective adjuvant multicenter randomized Phase III clinical trial (*n* = 1246 women randomized and eligible from November 1, 1999 to June 30, 2002) comparing six cycles of adjuvant fluorouracil, epirubicin, and cyclophosphamide (FEC) (*n* = 632) to four cycles of FEC followed by eight weekly cycles of paclitaxel at 100 mg/m2 (FEC-P, *n* = 614) in node-positive operable breast cancer patients. Patients that were hormone receptor positive (ER and/or PR positive by immunohistochemistry \[IHC\]) were given adjuvant tamoxifen. The primary endpoint was 5-year disease-free survival (DFS). The study was performed in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki, approved by the ethics committees at all participating institutions and the Spanish Health Authority, and registered at <http://www.clinicaltrials.gov> (Identifier Code: NCT00129922). Patients gave written informed consent for therapy randomization and molecular analyses. Further details of the study design, CONSORT trial flow diagram, and patients' characteristics have been previously reported \[[@CR13], [@CR17]\].

Formalin-fixed, paraffin-embedded (FFPE) breast tumor samples, collected at the time of surgery, were gathered and processed in a central laboratory in Alicante as described previously \[[@CR17]\]. H&E sections from each FFPE tissue block were reviewed by a pathologist and three 0.6-mm tumor cores extracted from areas containing representative invasive breast carcinoma. Cores were placed in triplicate in tissue microarrays, and sections used for immunohistochemistry (IHC) analysis \[ER, progesterone receptor (PR), and Ki-67 status\] and chromogenic in situ hybridization (CISH) experiments (HER2 status). Where possible, two or more 1-mm tumor cores were also obtained and sent to the Huntsman Cancer Institute at the University of Utah for RNA extraction and expression profiling using the PAM50 RT-qPCR assay (*n* = 820). These were shown to be from a representative cohort of the larger GEICAM/9906 trial \[[@CR16], [@CR17]\].

Tumor dimensions {#Sec4}
----------------

Five breast tumor dimensions, PC1--PC5, were previously defined \[[@CR1]\] using PAM50 gene expression data from the LACE \[[@CR18]\] and Pathways \[[@CR19]\] (LACE/PW) population-based breast cancer cohorts. Briefly, a principal components analysis was performed on the PAM50 gene expression matrix from LACE/PW samples. Five dimensions were identified, which explained 68.1% of the total 50-gene expression co-variances (30.5%, 18.9%, 10.2%, 5.3%, 3.2% explained by PC1--PC5, respectively). Each dimension is an independent, quantitative trait, a linear combination of expression across all PAM50 genes (Table S1).

The PAM50 gene expression profiling for LACE/PW and GEICAM/9906 samples was performed in the same laboratory. The pre-analytical (RNA extraction from FFPE punches), analytical (RT-qPCR on the LC480), and post-analytical (reference control and housekeeper normalization) methodologies were identical. We used gene coefficients previously derived from the LACE/PW data \[[@CR1]\] (Table S1) to determine the tumor dimensions PC1--PC5 in the GEICAM/9906 samples.

Clinical--pathological characteristics and PAM50 intrinsic subtypes {#Sec5}
-------------------------------------------------------------------

The following clinical--pathological variables were considered, with categorization pre-specified to match previous GEICAM/9906 studies \[[@CR13], [@CR16], [@CR17], [@CR20]\]: age at diagnosis (\< 50 year, ≥ 50 year); nodal status (1--3, ≥ 4); grade \[G1 (well differentiated), G2 (moderately differentiated), G3 (poorly differentiated), and undefined (GX)\]; tumor size \[T1 (≤ 2 cm), T2 (2 cm \< size ≤ 5 cm), T3 (\> 5 cm)\]; ER status by IHC \[negative (Allred score \< 3), positive (Allred score ≥ 3)\]; PR status by IHC \[negative (Allred score \< 3), positive (Allred score ≥ 3)\], HER2 status by CISH \[negative (Her2 gene to chromosome 17 ratio \< 2), positive (ratio ≥ 2)\]; Ki-67 by IHC (\< 14% with nuclear staining of Ki67, ≥ 14%); and intrinsic subtypes (Luminal A, Luminal B, HER2-enriched, Basal-like) according to RT-qPCR algorithm for subtype prediction. Full details of these classifications can be found elsewhere \[[@CR16], [@CR17]\].

Statistical analysis {#Sec6}
--------------------

We used a prospective-retrospective design (retrospective analysis of a randomized prospective trial) with pre-specified study objectives and pre-specified variable definitions. Our primary objective was to determine whether PAM50 breast tumor dimensions were associated with DFS and/or predictive of paclitaxel benefit. With a substantially greater number of events, the study has more power for DFS: 187 OS events compared to 283 events for DFS. For completeness, corresponding results for overall survival (OS) can also be found in Supplemental Material.

Univariable and multivariable Cox proportional hazards (PH) models were used to assess evidence for association with survival and interaction between treatment and quantitative dimensions. C-statistics are presented to illustrate discriminatory accuracy. Multivariable Cox PH using a stepwise procedure was used to determine an optimal model, with a Bayesian information criterion (BIC) penalty to balance the number of parameters in the model with the number of events \[[@CR21]\]. To illustrate survival over time, non-parametric Kaplan--Meier estimates and survival curves were used, with a log-rank test to statistically compare survival between groups. All analyses were performed using R version 3.4.4, implementing version 2.42.3 of the 'survival' package. Results are presented consistent with the REMARK criteria for tumor marker prognostic studies \[[@CR22]\].

Results {#Sec7}
=======

Patient characteristics {#Sec8}
-----------------------

Gene expression data for the 50 classifier genes in the PAM50 assay were available for 820 of 1246 patients from the GEICAM/9906 trial. The clinical--pathological characteristics for this sub-study remains largely representative of the overall study population \[[@CR16], [@CR17]\]. Of the 820 patients with PAM50 data, one statistical outlier was removed. Descriptive statistics of the clinical--pathological variables and PAM50 categorical intrinsic subtypes using pre-specific categorization, by trial arm, are shown in Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}. Tumor dimension summary statistics by arm are shown in Table S2. All patient characteristics were generally well balanced across the two arms of the trial.

Table 1Patient characteristicsVariableArmTotal sub-studyFECFEC-P*N* = 41750.9 (%)*N* = 40249.1 (%)*N* = 819100 (%)Age (years) \< 5019747.219749.039448.1 ≥ 5022052.820551.042551.9Nodal Status 1--325761.624961.950661.8 4+16038.415338.131338.2Histologic grade G15412.95413.410813.2 G217542.016240.333741.1 G316038.415538.631538.5 GX286.7317.7597.2Primary tumor size T115837.918445.834241.8 T223656.619548.543152.6 T3235.5235.7465.6Estrogen receptor (IHC) Negative9522.87719.217221.0 Positive32076.732380.364378.5Progesterone receptor (IHC) Negative14334.310325.624630.0 Positive27165.029773.956869.4Her2 status (CISH) Negative36888.232881.669685.0 Positive4510.87117.711614.2Ki-67 (IHC) Negative27866.727969.455768.0 Positive13231.711027.424229.5PAM50 intrinsic subtypes Luminal A13131.414937.128034.2 Luminal B14434.511729.126131.9 HER2-enriched8420.19122.617521.4 Basal-like4510.8266.5718.7 Normal-like133.1194.7323.9

Quantitative tumor dimensions for the GEICAM/9906 samples replicated the patterns observed in the LACE/PW discovery set \[[@CR1]\]. Specifically, dimensions PC1, PC2, and PC4 together quantitatively echoed the standard categorical intrinsic subtype groupings in 3-dimensional space and illustrated the lack of mutual exclusivity of these categories (Fig. S1). As seen previously \[[@CR1]\], the dimensions PC3 and PC5 represented tumor expression diversity beyond intrinsic subtypes and differ little by subtype. Figure S1 shows stacked histograms for PC3 and PC5 by subtype for the GEICAM/9906 samples and the discovery LACE/PW samples.

Disease-free survival outcomes {#Sec9}
------------------------------

The median follow-up of our sub-study of the GEICAM/9906 trial was 8.7 years. Consistent with the full trial data findings \[[@CR13]\], DFS was significantly improved in the FEC-P arm in a univariable analysis \[Cox PH hazard ratio \[HR\] for DFS of 0.75, 95% confidence interval (CI) 0.59--0.95, *p* = 0.016, Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"}\]. Five-year DFS rates were 79% and 71% for FEC-P and FEC, respectively. In the FEC arm, 80% of women survived to 3.08 years, compared to 4.89 years in the FEC-P arm (log-rank *p* = 0.015) (Fig. S2).

Table 2Univariate Cox proportional hazards for disease-free survivalVariableTypeReferenceTested*n*HR95% CI*p*Wald *p*Clinical trial Treatment armCategoricalFECFEC-P8190.750.590.950.0160.016Intrinsic dimensions PC1Quantitativena8191.321.181.466.7E × 10^−7^6.7 × 10^−7^ PC2Quantitativena8190.930.821.040.210.21 PC3Quantitativena8190.930.831.050.240.24 PC4Quantitativena8191.080.961.220.210.21 PC5Quantitativena8190.880.780.990.0360.036Clinical--pathological characteristics Age at d*x*CategoricalOnset ≥ 50Onset \< 508191.120.891.420.320.32 Nodal statusCategorical1--34 +8191.721.362.175.2 × 10^−6^5.2 × 10^−6^ Histologic gradeCategoricalG1G28191.971.253.100.00360.0011G32.391.523.761.7 × 10^−4^GX1.480.792.790.22 Tumor sizeCategoricalT1T28191.671.292.159.3 × 10^−5^7.2 × 10^−6^T32.591.654.073.5 × 10^−5^ ER statusCategoricalPositiveNegative8151.331.011.740.040.04 PR statusCategoricalPositiveNegative8141.481.161.890.00140.0014 Her2 statusCategoricalNegativePositive8121.571.162.120.0030.003 Ki-67 statusCategorical\< 14%≥ 14%7991.431.121.820.00440.0044Intrinsic subtypes SubtypeCategoricalLuminal ALuminal B8191.821.342.471.4 × 10^−4^1.5 × 10^−5^Her2-enriched2.201.583.052.5 × 10^−6^Basal-like2.081.353.229.4 × 10^−4^Normal-like1.020.492.130.95Hazard ratios for categorical variables are comparisons to the reference category, as noted. Hazard ratios for quantitative traits are per standard deviation (SD) unit for the trait

### Prognosis (trial arms combined) {#Sec10}

Univariable Cox PH for DFS for the five quantitative dimensions are shown in Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"}. Univariable analyses for clinical--pathological variables and categorical intrinsic subtypes were also performed. Dimension PC1 was associated with DFS (HR 1.32 95% CI 1.18--1.46, *p* = 6.7 $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\times$$\end{document}$ 10^−7^), indicating a highly significant 32% increased risk of recurrence per standard deviation increase in PC1. Notably, PC1 was the most significant predictor of DFS survival in univariable models, and remained significant after correction for all other clinical--pathological characteristics in multivariable models (Table [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"}). Figure [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"} illustrates DFS by PC1 using a Kaplan--Meier plot for PC1-quartiles \[Q1 (lowest quartile) to Q4 (highest quartile)\]. Five-year DFS in the four quartiles were 88%, 79%, 69%, and 63% for quartiles Q1--Q4, respectively (log-rank *p* = 5.2 $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\times$$\end{document}$ 10^−6^). Dimension PC5 was also associated with DFS (HR 0.88 95% CI 0.78--0.99, *p* = 0.036), decreasing risk with increasing value, and remained similarly significant when corrected for all other clinical--pathological variables (Table S3).

Table 3Multivariable Cox proportional hazards for disease-free survivalModelVariablesTypeReferenceTested*n*HR95% CIpWald *p*PC1 + age at d*x*PC1Quantitativena8191.311.181.468.3 × 10^−7^3.0 × 10^−6^Age at d*x*CategoricalOnset ≥ 50Onset \< 501.100.871.390.43PC1 + nodal statusPC1Quantitativena8191.311.171.471.5 × 10^−6^5.4 × 10^−10^Nodal statusCategorical1--34+1.681.332.131.2 × 10^−5^PC1 + gradePC1Quantitativena8191.261.111.430.00036.2 × 10^−6^Histologic gradeCategoricalG1G21.791.132.830.013G31.741.072.830.027GX1.360.722.570.34PC1 + tumor sizePC1Quantitativena8191.281.151.431.1 × 10^−5^2.2 × 10^−9^Tumor sizeCategoricalT1T21.551.202.009.2 × 10^−4^T32.451.563.841.0 × 10^−4^PC1 + ER statusPC1QuantitativeER8151.371.201.574.8 × 10^−6^2.4 × 10^−6^ER statusCategoricalPositiveNegative0.850.601.190.35PC1 + PR statusPC1Quantitativena8141.311.141.508.3 × 10^−5^1.7 × 10^−6^PR statusCategoricalPositiveNegative1.060.791.430.70PC1 + Her2-statusPC1Quantitativena8121.301.161.454.7 × 10^−6^6.3 × 10^−7^Her2 statusCategoricalNegativePositive1.340.991.820.062PC1 + Ki-67 statusPC1Quantitativena7991.281.131.458.1 × 10^−5^5.8 × 10^−6^Ki-67 statusCategorical\< 14%≥ 14%1.110.841.470.45PC1, adjusted for all clinical--pathological characteristicsPC1Quantitativena1.271.071.500.00708.8 × 10^−8^Age at d*x*CategoricalOnset ≥ 50Onset \< 501.050.831.340.6838Nodal statusCategorical1--34 +1.441.131.840.0035Histologic gradeCategoricalG1G21.550.972.480.0649G31.400.852.300.1859GX1.070.562.030.8451Tumor sizeCategoricalT1T21.361.041.770.0232T32.101.303.410.0026ER statusCategoricalPositiveNegative0.810.561.180.2773PR statusCategoricalPositiveNegative1.140.821.590.4468Her2 statusCategoricalNegativePositive1.210.881.670.2325Ki-67 statusCategorical\< 14%≥ 14%1.020.771.350.8807Hazard ratios for categorical variables are comparisons to the reference category, as noted. Hazard ratios for quantitative traits are per standard deviation (SD) unit for the trait

Fig. 1Disease-free survival by PC1 quartile. The blue Kaplan--Meier curve indicates DFS for women with tumors in the lowest quartile for PC1 ("Q1"); similarly, the green, orange, and red curves correspond to the second, third, and fourth quartiles ("Q2," "Q3," and "Q4"), respectively. Number of Patients at Risk for each group are shown below the plot

Multivariable analysis with selection from all variables (including categorical intrinsic subtypes) identified the optimal model for DFS to include PC1 (HR 1.32, *p* = 1.3 $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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### Treatment interactions {#Sec11}

Cox PH models including trial arm (FEC or FEC-P) were used to identify the potential for interactions between the five quantitative dimensions and treatment (Table [4](#Tab4){ref-type="table"}). Parallel analyses for clinical--pathological variables and categorical intrinsic subtypes were also performed (Table S4). Dimensions PC3 and PC4 indicated interactions with treatment arm. No other variables had significant interaction effects. Further, the model including PC3, PC4, and treatment arm indicated the two dimension--treatment interactions were independent effects (PC3\*treatment HR~int~ = 1.28 95% CI 1.02--1.62, *p* = 0.037; PC4\*treatment HR~int~ = 1.28 95% CI 1.01--1.63, *p* = 0.045). Both interaction hazard ratios are \> 1.0, representing increasing hazards for the addition of paclitaxel (FEC-P) with increasing values of PC3 or PC4. These interactions provide the potential to nullify the positive effect of treatment for high PC3 or PC4 values, and conversely, to amplify the positive effect of treatment for low PC3 or PC4 values. Figure [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}a illustrates differences in DFS using a Kaplan--Meier plot with four groups: treatment arm (FEC; FEC-P) by PC3 and PC4 values (highest quartile \[Q4\] of PC3 or PC4; lower quartiles \[Q1--Q3\] for both PC3 and PC4). For tumors low for both PC3 and PC4, the 5-year DFS was 84% and 69% for FEC-P and FEC arms, respectively, and for tumors high for either PC3 or PC4, 5-year DFS was 73% and 73% for FEC-P and FEC (log-rank *p* = 0.010). To further illustrate these interactions, Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}b illustrates the amplified and significant improvement in DFS in the FEC-P arm for women whose tumors were low for PC3 and PC4 (log-rank *p* = 0.0021). In the FEC arm, 80% of women survived to 3.03 years, compared to 7.06 years in the FEC-P arm. Consistent with this, a Cox PH survival analysis for women with low PC3/PC4 tumors showed HR 0.60 for FEC-P (*p* = 0.0024), which remained stable and significant after adjustment for other significant clinical--pathological variables (FEC-P HR 0.63, *p* = 0.0074; nodal status HR 1.75, *p* = 6.9 $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\times$$\end{document}$ 10^−4^; PR-status HR 1.60, *p* = 0.0061). In contrast, Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}c shows the null result for DFS and addition of paclitaxel for women who had tumors with high values for either PC3 or PC4 (log-rank *p* = 0.71). For high PC3/4, 80% of women survived to 3.16 years in the FEC arm, compared to 3.10 years in the FEC-P arm. The companion Cox PH survival analysis for women with high PC3/PC4 tumors showed that the lack of effect of treatment continued after adjustment for other significant clinical--pathological variables (FEC-P HR 0.91, *p* = 0.57; tumor size T2 HR 1.56, *p* = 0.018; tumor size T3 HR 2.96, *p* = 2.9 $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\times$$\end{document}$ 10^−4^). In both high and low PC3/PC4 groups, the women in the FEC arm have comparable survival, but only those women with low PC3 and PC4 tumors show improved survival with the addition of paclitaxel. Of the 819 women in the sub-study, 462 (56.4%) have low PC3 and PC4 tumors, and 357 women (43.6%) have tumors high for either PC3 or PC4. The potential impact of lack of effect (43.6%) is large.

Table 4Multivariable Cox proportional hazards for interaction of intrinsic dimensions with treatmentModelVariablesTypeReferenceTested*n*HR95% CI*p*Interaction *p*Intrinsic dimensions Treatment ARM + PC1Treatment arm\*PC1Interaction8191.090.881.360.43Treatment armCategoricalFECFEC-P0.780.610.990.038PC1Quantitativena1.251.091.450.0021 Treatment ARM + PC2Treatment arm\*PC2Interaction8190.880.701.120.31Treatment armCategoricalFECFEC-P0.750.590.940.015PC2Quantitativena0.990.841.160.86 Treatment ARM + PC3Treatment arm\*PC3Interaction8191.261.001.600.052Treatment armCategoricalFECFEC-P0.750.590.950.018PC3Quantitativena0.850.730.980.028 Treatment ARM + PC4Treatment arm\*PC4Interaction8191.281.001.620.0480.048treatment armCategoricalFECFEC-P0.730.580.930.011PC4Quantitativena0.960.811.140.68 Treatment ARM + PC5Treatment arm\*PC5PC58191.130.881.440.34Treatment armCategoricalFECFEC-P0.750.600.950.019PC5Quantitativena0.840.720.980.023 Treatment ARM + PC3 + PC4Treatment arm\*PC3Interaction8191.281.021.620.037Treatment arm\*PC4Interaction1.281.011.630.045Treatment armCategoricalFECFEC-P0.740.580.940.012PC3Quantitativena0.850.730.980.029PC4Quantitativena0.970.821.150.738Hazard ratios for categorical variables are comparisons to the reference category, as noted. Hazard ratios for quantitative traits are per standard deviation (SD) unit for the trait

Fig. 2Disease-free survival by treatment arm and PC3/PC4 quartile. **a** Kaplan--Meier curves for the following four groups: low PC3 and PC4 and FEC plus paclitaxel treatment ("BothQ1--Q3.FEC-P"); low PC3 and PC4 and FEC treatment only ("BothQ1--Q3.FEC"); high in either PC3 or PC4 and FEC plus paclitaxel treatment ("EitherQ4.FEC-P"); high in either PC3 or PC4 and FEC treatment only ("EitherQ4.FEC"). Number of Patients at Risk for each group are shown below the plot. **b** Kaplan--Meier curves for FEC versus FEC plus paclitaxel for tumors that are low PC3 and PC4. **c** Kaplan--Meier curves for FEC versus FEC plus paclitaxel for tumors that are high in PC3 or PC4

Clinical--pathological characteristics of high PC3 tumors (i.e., PC3 Q4), compared to the overall dataset (greater than 5% absolute difference), show these are more likely to be lower grade and smaller tumors, ER+, PR+, Her2−, low Ki67, and Luminal A subtype, and in women with d*x* \< 50 years (Table S5). Kaplan--Meier curves of PC3 by treatment show that women with high PC3 tumors are good responders to the standard FEC treatment (5-year DFS of 78%), and gain no further improvement with the addition of paclitaxel (5-year DFS of 77%) (Fig. S3). Relative to the high PC3 tumors, low PC3 tumors (i.e., PC3 Q1--Q3) are therefore more likely to be higher grade and larger size, and be ER−, PR−, Her2+, Luminal B or Basal-like subtypes, and onset $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\ge$$\end{document}$ 50 year (Table S5). Women with these low PC3 tumors benefit from paclitaxel (5-year DFS 69% FEC, 79% FEC-P) (Fig. S3).

Clinical--pathological characteristics of high PC4 tumors compared to the overall dataset show these are more likely to be higher grade tumors, more nodes involved, and be ER−, PR−, Her2+, and more likely to be the HER2-enriched subtype (Table S5). Kaplan--Meier curves for PC4 and treatment show that women with high PC4 tumors are poorer responders to standard FEC treatment (5-year DFS of 70%), and that this poor response persists, even with FEC-P (5-year DFS of 67%) (Fig. S4). Relative to the high PC4 tumors, low PC4 (i.e., PC4 Q1--Q3) tumors are therefore more likely to have fewer nodes, lower grade, and be ER+, PR+, Her2−, and Luminal A subtype (Table S5). Women with low PC4 tumors benefit from paclitaxel (5-year DFS 71% FEC, 83% FEC-P) (Fig. S4).

Discussion {#Sec12}
==========

The focus of this study was proof-of-concept of the utility of quantitative tumor dimensions in a clinical trial setting, with application to the GEICAM/9906 breast cancer cohort and investigation of association with prognosis or response to paclitaxel. Previous work with this cohort investigated PAM50 categorical intrinsic subtypes and an 11-gene quantitative proliferation score \[[@CR16]\]. That previous analysis showed that nodal status, tumor size, and the 11-gene proliferation score (*p* = 0.013), but not categorical subtypes, were significant independent predictors of overall survival \[[@CR16]\]. The proliferation score also indicated interaction with treatment response, with tumors low on the proliferation score gaining benefit from the addition of weekly paclitaxel \[[@CR16]\].

Here, we investigated agnostically derived quantitative dimensions for association with survival and response. In multivariable analysis we found that nodal status, tumor size, PC1 (*p* = 1.3 $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\times$$\end{document}$ 10^−3^) were significant independent predictors for DFS. Notably, PC1 was the most significant predictor, superior to established clinical--pathological characteristics and categorial intrinsic subtypes. Importantly, PC1 and PC5 are independent prognostic indicators, remaining significant in multivariable models corrected for the established indicators. PC1 is a quantitative tumor trait that compiles many poor classical prognostic indicators, such as being ER/PR negative, and higher grade and proliferation (Fig. S5, Table S6). PC1 has a much weaker relationship with nodal status and tumor size, which likely explains why the best-fitting global hazard model includes both PC1 and these other predictors. We anticipate that PC1 is efficiently capturing information that is also reflected in earlier gene expression prognostic indicators used for ER+ breast cancer \[[@CR3], [@CR7], [@CR8]\]. PC5 is an intriguing novel finding. It is not correlated with clinical--pathological characteristics (Fig. S5), or intrinsic subtype \[[@CR1]\] (Table S6). It therefore represents a new tumor trait that provides additional independent information regarding prognosis.

Both this current study and the previous study \[[@CR16]\] of GEICAM/9906 find categorical intrinsic subtypes are not independently prognostic in multivariable analyses adjusting for standard clinical--pathological variables. Similarly, both studies find that quantitative traits derived from the PAM50 genes have potential clinical utility as additional independent predictors. In Martin *and colleagues* \[[@CR16]\], the expert-curated 11-gene proliferation score provides a simple average of the expression for 11 genes selected for known functional involvement in proliferation. An advantage of an expert-curated trait is its interpretation, and a disadvantage its restriction to current knowledge. Conversely, the tumor dimensions explored here are agnostic to gene function. Principal components analysis derives the traits, which are weighted averages across all 50 genes (weights can be positive or negative). Advantages include the increased number of quantitative traits to explore (prior to understanding their molecular interpretation) and that these are independent lending themselves to statistical modeling. Here, the advantages are underscored by the fact that PC1 was found to be the most significant single best predictor for prognosis in multivariable analyses (capturing more of the association than previously found using the expert-curated 11-gene proliferation score), and that a second dimension, PC5, may also be of independent prognostic importance.

We also explored the utility of quantitative tumor dimensions for association with response to treatment. Studies of interactions are challenging due to the increased sample size required. Clinical trials are powered to meet a therapeutic endpoint and not a diagnostic biomarker endpoint. Nonetheless, in a formal multivariable statistical test, we found nominal significance, and independent interactions between treatment arm and both PC3 (*p* = 0.037) and PC4 (*p* = 0.045), indicating the potential for countering the FEC-P effect in high PC3 and high PC4 tumors. The Kaplan--Meier illustration of this was dramatic (Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}a-c), suggesting that only women with tumors low for PC3 and PC4 (specifically, Q1--Q3) responded to the addition of paclitaxel.

The mechanisms for the two independent interaction effects identified for PC3 and PC4 are likely to be very different. The pattern of response found for PC3 is consistent with potential over-treatment of good prognosis disease, while the pattern for PC4 is consistent with the identification of a group of generally resistant tumors. Novel quantitative dimensions can differentiate these two independent effects, thus providing new avenues to pursue regarding precision medicine and paclitaxel use. In particular, it highlights high PC3 tumors as a subset of patients who could avoid the potential toxicity of an unnecessary additional chemotherapy, and equally importantly highlights high PC4 tumors as a subset of patients where it will be critical to find alternate treatment strategies. For example, women with high PC4 tumors could forego a taxane for biologic therapy such as targeted Her2 therapy (e.g., trastuzumab or lapatinib). Genes *ERBB2 and GRB7* (genes known to be DNA amplified together on chromosome 17q12) are among those that are prominent in the PC4 gene coefficients (Table S1).

Of interest are the seemingly opposing conclusions of the interaction effects if interpreted using only standard clinical--pathological characteristics. As described in Results and shown in Table S5, high PC3 tumors are lower grade, smaller tumors, and more likely to be ER+, PR+, Her2−, and low Ki67. Figure S3 shows that women with these tumors are already good responders to the standard of care FEC and do not further respond to the addition of paclitaxel (5-year DFS 78% FEC, 77% FEC-P). In *comparison* to the high PC3 tumors, low PC3 tumors are higher grade, larger size, and be ER−, PR−, and Her2+, and do respond to the addition of paclitaxel (5-year DFS 69% FEC, 79% FEC-P) (Fig. S3). Seemingly in contradiction with these PC3 findings are that high PC4 tumors have more nodal involvement, are higher grade tumors, and more likely to be ER−, PR−, and Her2+. Women with these types of tumors are poor responders to standard FEC treatment with no benefit to the addition of paclitaxel (5-year DFS 70% FEC, 67% FEC-P) (Fig. S4). In *comparison to* the high PC4 tumors, low PC4 tumors have fewer nodes, lower grade, and are more likely to be ER+, PR+, Her2−, and respond to the addition of paclitaxel (5-year DFS 71% FEC, 83% FEC-P) (Fig. S4). If we compare these findings to those presented in the literature, the low PC3 responders are consistent with previous results for positive paclitaxel response in Her2+/ER− tumors \[[@CR10]\], yet the high PC4 non-responders (also more likely to be Her2+/ER−) are consistent with non-interaction of HER2 status as found in another study \[[@CR13]\]. Similarly, the low PC4 responders appear consistent with previous results for positive paclitaxel response in low proliferative tumors \[[@CR16]\] (ER+, PR+, Her2−, low grade, small tumors), yet the high PC3 non-responders are also more likely to be these low-risk tumors. While within each context there are comparative differences in clinical--pathological characteristics that can be made---these are not defining features. This illustrates a complexity that is captured by dimensions. The contrary interpretations are simply that clinical--pathological variables are poor proxies for dimension values. Hence, quantitative dimensions provide the opportunity to differentiate tumors beyond standard criteria and the potential to resolve apparently conflicting prior results.

There are limitations to this study. Although the PC dimensions applied in this study were pre-defined on an independent cohort of breast cancer patients (training set), the prognostic and predictive findings using these dimensions should be confirmed. In addition, we have explored and found utility of tumor dimensions in a single study only, and it is possible that this utility is limited to the specific characteristics within the GEICAM/9906 trial. However, given our successful use of dimensions in another domain (germline gene mapping), we are confident that the approach will garner power otherwise being ignored. Many studies that have already performed the PAM50 assay can immediately re-analyze with dimensions (equations in Table S1 and Madsen et al. \[[@CR1]\]).

In conclusion, we have presented the first study to consider utility of quantitative breast tumor dimensions in a clinical trial setting for association with prognosis and predictive value for response to treatment. Quantitative traits avoid the need to sub-divide the sample, thus maintaining sample size and, in general, more statistical power can be gained when quantitative traits are used in place of dichotomized variables. The five dimensions derived from the PAM50 gene set are quantitative and independent, providing a flexible framework for modeling tumor diversity in any study design. We previously showed that certain dimensions (and not intrinsic subtype) were powerful for gene mapping \[[@CR1]\], suggesting they represent biological-relevant tumor characteristics. Here, we have illustrated that they have potential to provide prognostic and predictive information, including capturing aspects of the tumor that are not evident from classical clinical--pathological or categorical PAM50 subtyping. They also may provide potential to resolve conflicting findings previously based on clinical--pathological groupings. While our specific results require replication in independent similarly designed clinical trials, we believe there is clear potential for utility of these quantitative dimensions as novel, tumor traits that should be considered in future clinical trials in general.
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GEICAM

:   Spanish Breast Cancer Group (Grupo Español para la Investigación del Cáncer de Mama)

FEC

:   Fluorouracil, epirubicin, and cyclophosphamide

FEC-P

:   FEC followed by weekly paclitaxel

FFPE

:   Formalin-fixed, paraffin-embedded

GEP

:   Gene expression profiling

ER

:   Estrogen receptor

PR

:   Progesterone receptor

HER2

:   Human epidermal receptor 2

IHC

:   Immunohistochemistry

CISH

:   Chromogenic in situ hybridization

DFS

:   Disease-free survival

PH

:   Proportional hazards

BIC

:   Bayesian information criterion
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